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CPOP EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Cleveland Community Police Commission (CPC), City of Cleveland, United States 
Department of Justice and the Court-appointed federal monitoring team requested that 
community members provide feedback on the Cleveland Division of Police’s draft 
Community and Problem0Oriented Policing (CPOP) Plan. This is the second request for 
community comment on CPOP. The first was in 2017, which provided guidance for the 
2018 draft CPOP plan. The City and the CPC used the same draft CPOP plan but two 
separate surveys. A copy of the survey tool can be found at www.clecpc.org. 
 
Cleveland community members were invited to provide input by completing an online or 
paper survey. Paper surveys were used exclusively at community meetings which 
included a presentation of the draft CPOP plan. Through this process, the CPC reached 
500+ Cleveland community members through presentations and received hundreds of 
online and paper surveys.  The ratio of contacts to completed surveys is closely aligned 
with the 2017 CPOP data gathering percentage. CPC feedback also includes written 
comments from a focus group hosted with families impacted by deadly force used by 
police.  
 
Key themes that emerged from the process are shared briefly in this summary. Please 
read the entire report for details to grasp a more in-depth presentation of themes.  
 
What is CPOP – Most community members indicate that they understand the 

Community and Problem Oriented Policing core principle after reading the draft plan 

and overwhelmingly (greater than 80%) consider having strong partnerships with 

community organizations an effective component of community policing. The CPOP 

principle must embrace the importance of having an officer welcomed by community 

members who are willing to show the officer around the neighborhood. 

 
 

20% Time Committed to CPOP – Community members rated both bike and foot 
patrols and police officers attending community events very important to community 
policing and problem solving (greater than 70%); they did not believe officers spending 
20% of their time on community policing activities adequate enough to achieve their 
desired level of officer CPOP type engagement. CDP is challenged by respondents to 
make sure that there are enough officers on duty to allow officers to spend more time 
with community members to garner the community’s assistance with solving problems. 
(see: Staffing and Resources) 

 
 
Performance Evaluations – Community members feel that taking CPOP principles into 
account for performance evaluations and promotions will help motivate officers to be 
more community focused. Police residency is viewed as an important incentive and 
ultimately should be a requirement for recruits. CDP has improved its use of social 
media and technology. Community members highlighted CDP’s inadequate online 
presence in the 2017 CPOP analysis. They still desire an opportunity to evaluate 

http://www.clecpc.org/
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officers through a CDP app or web-based platform to file complaints and comment on 
an interaction. 
 
 
Training – Fewer than 50% of community members feel that the proposed training is 

adequate and shared additional responses that can be found in the in-depth session of 

this report. It is important to give police officers access to computers in their car so that they 

can look up information quickly and solve problems while out in the community. Receiving 

training about the history, culture, and people living in specific neighborhoods to which 

the officer is assigned is viewed as an integral part of any curriculum under 

consideration. The 2017 CPOP Analysis cited community members expressing a desire 

for racial equity or diversity officer training be included in any subsequent plan. The 

2018 draft does not clearly speak to this concern. The history of economic of cultural 

traditions, implicit housing bias, should be among the topics included in training. 

 
District Policing Committee – 44% of community members do not attend district 
police committee meetings and another 40% indicated not being aware of the meetings. 
Only 17% of respondents acknowledge attending district meetings. A lack of efficiently 
utilizing these DPC’s was also highlighted in the 2017 CPOP community analysis. This 
is a primary area for the DPCs and the CPC to work on intentional collaboration over 
the next 12 months. 
 
Community wellness model – Community members indicated an understanding of the 
wellness model of policing as proposed by the Cleveland Division of Police. However, 
50% indicate having a clear picture of what the City plans to do with another 26% being 
neutral or having no opinion, with fewer than 40% being somewhat confident. 
Community members further share that the wellness model appears as though the 
whole goal is to make the community like police. This is a related direct quote, “We 
need to get a handle on crime. Cleveland hasn’t been off the top 10 most dangerous 
cities for as long as I can remember but we are worried that people hate the police. 
Seems like priorities are a little messed up.” 
 
One of the closing general questions yielded the following word trend: 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Guided by the Consent Decree, which seeks to remedy a pattern and practice of 
excessive use of force and other interventions by the Cleveland Division of Police, the 
Cleveland Community Police Commission (CPC) understands that realizing success 
and legitimacy in the eyes of the public means that its work must be independent, 
collaborative, and transparent.  

The 13-member panel of public servants pledged to volunteer their time and energy and 
leverage their experience and expertise on behalf of the citizens of Cleveland to make 
recommendations on policies and practices to the Mayor of Cleveland and the Chief of 
Police reflecting input from community members. 

The CPC has logged numerous hours and continues – 

• Overhauling and making the Citizen Police Review Board more effective; 
• Setting guidelines to eliminate implicit or unconscious and explicit or conscious 

bias in decision making; 
• Developing guidelines that place greater emphasis on training that promote skills 

that create an environment of cooperation and de-escalation to ensure 
reductions in use of force; 

• Providing learning sessions on best practices that resulted in CDP rewriting their 
mission statement. 

This report reflects the CPC’s collaborative work and the resounding voices of hundreds 
of community members, sharing their heartfelt thoughts about Community and Problem-
Oriented policing (CPOP) and Staffing and Recruitment. Specifically, we (CPC) are 
providing a mosaic of utterances through face to face conversations and surveys as an 
initial response to the CDP’s draft Community and Problem Oriented Policing (CPOP) 
Policy. 

 

Why is this approach important? 

Amid the CPC’s CPOP data gathering work, there were several community events to 
commemorate the July 23, 1968 Glenville Riot. After 50 years, those who spoke with 
reflective passionate words, retired Chief Edward P. Kovacic and Mrs. Norma Jean 
Freeman, were equally and deeply moving in their own recounting of the events on that 
pivotable day. The events of July 23, 1968 and similar such events represent deep 
community scars. Nonetheless, like the iceberg model systems thinking tool, the 
patterns of behavior by law enforcement and the corresponding lack of trust by 
community members have left underlying unaddressed wounds (Conner, CPC 
Presentation January 23, 2018). Community policing is a method to encourage the 
health and thriving of neighborhoods. Safe neighborhoods.   

The best solutions to community concerns and problems arise from citizens co-creating 
possibilities through open relationships.  CPOP is the responsibility of not only the 
Cleveland Division of Police but citizens of the community. CPOP is an organizational 
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strategy that promotes community partnerships and problem-solving between the 
citizens of Cleveland and law enforcement. 

2018 Draft Community and Problem-Oriented Policing Plan 
Community and problem-oriented policing (CPOP) requires that the police and the 

community work together to promote public safety and neighborhood well-being. The 

idea behind community policing is that the police and the community share 

responsibility for public safety, and that each has an important role to play.1 

 

CPOP is a combination of the core principles of community policing and the 

methodology of collaborative problem solving. It is the practice of community members 

and the CDP intentionally and routinely joining forces to preserve and encourage the 

health of the greater Cleveland community. Additionally, the CPOP plan is to make CDP 

more efficient, while still protecting public safety and freeing up frontline officers’ work 

schedule to allow more time for community engagement and building relationships (draft 

CPOP Plan, pg. 10).   Major components of the proposed plan are a) Division Support 

through Structural Changes; b) Policing Going Forward; c) Organizational 

Transformation; d) Organizational/Community Partnerships; and e) Measuring Success. 

 

a) Division Support through Structural Changes: In developing the CPOP Plan, the 

CDP has incorporated input and feedback from the community in the creation of 

CPOP, the recruitment plan, and many of its other policies. A crucial component 

to implementation of CPOP is the need to establish clear expectations for officers 

and the entire Division. These expectations include that all officers and 

supervisors deliberately ensure that CPOP is incorporated as a best practice 

alongside Bias-Free and Procedural Justice Principles during interactions with 

citizens. There will be increased participation from a cross-section of the 

community in the District Policing Committees. 

b) Policing Going Forward: Changing the way officers deliver service will require all 

officers and management to support proactive strategies that embrace 

collaborative problem-solving and community partnerships. The community 

guardian mindset is consistent with the President’s Task Force on 21st Century 

Policing which calls for law enforcement to protect the dignity and human rights 

of all, and to be the protectors and champions of the Constitution.2 This level of 

rethinking about service delivery requires leadership and commitment across the 

board to ensure internal and external policies, practices, and procedures that 

guide individual officers and make organizations more accountable to the 

communities they serve. 

                                                
1 Cleveland Police Monitoring Team | Community & Problem-Oriented Policing: Summary of Community Feedback 

and Recommendations | July 2017 
2 U.S. Department of Justice, President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing Implementation Guide, Office of Community Oriented 

Policing Services, August 7, 2017, https://cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/Implementation_Guide.pdf. 
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c) Organizational Transformation: Organizational transformation describes the way 

an organization aligns its practices, policies, standards, and expectations to meet 

the needs of modern society. Policing in contemporary society is dynamic and, in 

many ways, different from traditional policing. Traditional policing model 

emphasizes responding to crimes and only top leadership interacts with the 

community, leaving frontline officers powerless to make community decisions 

independently. CDP will embrace a policing model that empowers frontline 

officers to work directly with the community and co-produce public safety to root 

out underlying causes of crime. To transform the CDP and operationalize CPOP, 

the Division will refocus its practices and expectations relating to leadership, 

policy, decentralization, geographic assignment of officers, recruitment, hiring, 

training, performance evaluations, promotions, data collection, and equipment 

and resources (draft CPOP Plan, pg. 11). 

d) Organizational/Community Partnerships: Community partnerships are a critical 

component of collaborative problem-solving. Community stakeholders are 

individuals or organizations that have an interest in the City of Cleveland. 

Partnerships will increase community confidence in the CDP and allow the 

Division and the community to share responsibility for public safety. The goal is 

to have officers engage with members of the communities that they patrol in non-

law enforcement activities. 

e) Measuring Success:  Measuring CPOP success is a multilayered initiative. The CDP 

will collect and maintain data to measure and evaluate the Division’s effectiveness and 

transparency. Data collected will include community outreach, engagement, bike and 

foot patrol frequency, organized/planned events and unplanned engagements and input 

into the Computer Aided Dispatch System (CAD). 

 

The Community Engagement Process 

Over the past three (3) years the CPC has been challenged with how best to reach 

Clevelanders in a large city with many community members invisible when it comes to 

civic life. The CPC embraced a separate survey tool methodology mirrored the City 

survey in order to ensure broad-based participation. The CPC reached community and 

faith-based organizations and key community members in a variety of ways. The CPC 

process included opportunities for participation: 

• Cleveland-wide community sessions:  Representatives of the Cuyahoga 

Metropolitan Housing Authority, Spaces and Boys & Girls Clubs of Cleveland.  

• Meetings at Cleveland’s neighborhood Centers: The list of partner organizations 

is in Appendix C. 

• A Community Focus Group with families who have experienced fatal CDP use of 

force. 

• CPC staff attending other established group meetings: DPC meetings in all five 

districts, and several CPC (CPOP) meetings.  
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• Traditional Media: CPC Website and flyers created by CPC staff.  

•  Social Media: CPC staff used Twitter feed to reach different community groups, 

and businesses and the use of Facebook postings. 

• Faith-based organizations, primarily churches provided onsite presentations and 

completion of paper survey ballots.  

• Online survey: The questionnaire and background materials were available 

online. 

• Multiple presentations to community leaders and business groups. 

• The first comment/survey completion posted on June 3rd. The online survey will 

be available to community members through September 28, 2018. 

• Paper Surveys were exclusively at public community presentations. 

 

Demographics – An overview of the population segments reached by the CPC 

The 2016 census reports a population of 385, 809 for Cleveland. It is the second largest 

City in Ohio, Columbus being the largest with 860,090.  The average age is 34.5 for 

women and 37.2 years for men. Greater Cleveland is ranked as the 32nd-largest 

metropolitan area in the US, with 2,055,612 people in 2016. According to the 2010 

census, Cleveland had a population of 396,815 and the racial and ethnic composition 

was as follows: Black or African American: 53.3% White:37.3% (33.4% Non-Hispanic 

Whites)3 

Age 

 Number of 

Survey 

respondents 

Percentage of 

respondents who 

provided age 

Percentage of 

respondents by 

age 

Cleveland 

Population 

18-24 55 100% 24.6% n/a 

25-34 14 100% 6.3 34.3% (18-34) 

35-44 30 100% 13.4 n/a 

45-54 41 100% 18.3 36.6 (35-54) 

55-64 26 100% 11.6 n/a 

65-74 55 100% 24.5 13% (65 & over) 

75 or Older 3 100% 1.3 n/a 

 

                                                
3 http://worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/cleveland-population/ 
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Other (please specify) list: Married couple and nonbinary 
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Race 
 Number of 

Survey 

respondents 

Percentage of 

respondents who 

provided 

race/ethnicity 

Percentage of 

respondents by 

race/ethnicity 

Cleveland 

Population 

African American 132 100% 58.9% 51% 
Caucasian 58 100% 26 43 
Hispanic/Latin X 7 100% 3.1 10.8 
Asian 0 100% 0 2 
Other (please 
specify) 

27 100% 12.1 3.6 

 

Other (please specify) sample: European American; African American and Caucasian; Native; African 

American Asian; Mixed; Trinidadian; Afrangloricanese; Afro-Latino 

 

Other includes: 

• Cleveland Police Foundation (includes teenagers too) 

• Black Shield 

• LAC? 

• PAC? 

• Unemployed 

• Immigrant Citizens 

Individuals with Mental Health Concerns 
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• Individual with Mental Health Concerns and LGBTQ 

• Activist/ Community Organizer 

• Guardian of child with Mental Health Concerns 

• Work with victims of crime 

• ReEntry 

• Survivor of Sexual Abuse 

• None of the Above 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Represent communities of color 
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Commissioner Analysis: Consent Decree Compliance 
(contributed by Commissioner Mario Clopton-Zymler, edited by VYC) 

 

Consent Decree 27. CDP will develop and implement a comprehensive and integrated 
community and problem-oriented policing model 
 

Draft CPOP Plan 
1. Wellness Model-The Wellness Model 

posits that a body’s health is not only 
dependent on identifying an 
event/condition and immediately 
reacting to it, the body’s health is also 
dependent on a maintenance plan to 
prevent conditions from occurring in 
the first place. The Cleveland Division 
of Police (CDP) will use the “Wellness 
Model” as its guiding community 
policing philosophy to be the 
foundation on which police services will 
be built. 
 
 
 

 

2. SARA Model-The SARA model 
provides officers with an alternative 
way to think about crime and therefore 
better identify the causes. It will also 
give officers an enhanced approach to 
interviewing members of the 
community. 

 

CPC Comments  
The Wellness Model is a good outline for how 
to approach community policing. However, it is 
unclear whether the CDP is implementing the 
Wellness model metaphorically or as a tangibly 
assessable model of policing in Cleveland. In 
the Chief’s Vision section of the CPOP Plan, 
the Wellness Model is introduced as “the 
foundation on which police services will be 
built.” In the conclusion section the Wellness 
Model is noted as a “metaphorical guide”. 
Which is it? The answer to this question has 
implications on the effectiveness of the 
implementation of CPOP as a policy and the 
corresponding data. 
 

The use of the SARA model aligns with best 
practices in policing. SARA is only a 
framework and the CPOP Plan does not 
outline how officers will dive deeper into 
investigations. As a framework SARA can 
organize the way an officer thinks about their 
policing practices. The CDP needs to fill-in the 
gaps as to how they will train officers to probe 
deeper into an investigation. Scan, Analyze, 
Respond, Assess is a good start, how the CDP 
will train officers to internalize this model is the 
next step that the CDP needs to respond to.  

Consent Decree 28. CDP will ensure that its mission statement reflects its commitment to 
community-oriented policing and will integrate community and problem-oriented policing 
principles into its management, policies and procedures, recruitment, training, 
personnel evaluations, resource deployment, tactics, and accountability systems. 
 

Mission Statement: “The mission of the 
Cleveland Division of Police is to serve as 
guardians of the Cleveland community. 
Guided by the Constitution, we shall enforce 
the law, maintain order, and protect lives, 
property, and rights of all people. We shall 
carry out our duties with a reverence for 

Community Feedback:  
“A CPC meeting attendee responded to the 
notion that Cleveland was a “war zone” - 
between White officers and minority 
community members.”  
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human life and in partnership with members of 
the community through professionalism, 
respect, integrity, dedication, and excellence in 
policing”. 
 

The mission statement was changed to reflect 
the philosophy that officers are community 
“guardians” as opposed to “warriors.” The 
community guardian mindset is consistent with 
the President’s Task Force on 21st Century 
Policing’s final report which “calls for law 
enforcement to protect the dignity and human 
rights of all, and to be the protectors and 
champions of the Constitution”.  
 

 

“An individual noted that people with mental 
health issues are afraid to call the police. 
“He claimed that 98% of people in Cleveland 
have a disability and 3,000 citizens are part 
of the deaf community. He wanted to know 
how the CDP would communicate with 
people who are deaf. He inquired about the 
type of training officers would receive, 
especially regarding mental health and 
asked how this new approach would be 
different.”4 
 

CPC Recommendation: 
The Commission supports emphasis on 
reverences for human life and the 
recognition of partnership with the members 
of the community.  

 
Guardians vs Warriors- The change in 
language from ‘warriors’ to ‘guardians’ is in-
line with the move away from the image of 
the over-militarized police force, a sentiment 
that has been echoed at many Commission 
meetings. 

 

 

Consent Decree 29. CDP will ensure that officers are familiar with the geographic areas they 
serve, including their assets, challenges, problems, business, residential and demographic 
profiles, and community groups and leaders; engage in problem identification and 
solving activities with the community groups and members regarding the community’s 
priorities; and work proactively with other city and county departments to address 
quality of life issues. 
 

Draft CPOP Plan 
1. CDP will use its geographic 

assignment system to promote CPOP 
among patrol officers. 

2. All new officers will serve in the 
Districts as their first assignment. 
They will then remain in the Patrol 
Section for up to three years and 
won’t be assigned to a specialized 
unit 

Community Feedback  
“Community members do not feel as though 
CDP officers know or respect them or 
their communities.”5 
 

“Community members would like to see more 
ways for officers to get to know them and 
more ways to promote more positive 
interactions between officers and the 

                                                
4 CPC Public Comment Data Report 
5 Pg. 1 CPOP Report 
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3. Zone integrity is used as an integral 
component of officers getting to know 
the community, its members, and 
stakeholders. 

4. Officers assigned to zones shall 
remain within their assigned territory 
unless engaged in a law enforcement 
related activity (e.g., radio 
assignments, arrest transports, and 
booking) requiring them to leave their 
designated area. Officers cannot 
leave their zone without permission 
from their supervisor.  

 

 

Public.”6 
 

“One phrase I hear all the time from Cleveland 
Police officers is ‘you live/work/travel there? 
You should get a gun to protect yourself.’ 
Regardless of how statistically violent an area 
may be, most residents do not want police 
telling them they need a gun for protection as 
they go about their everyday lives. Officers 
who live, or have family within the city, seem 
much more in tune to the neighborhoods.”7 
 

“Foot patrol officers are visible, more 
inclined to interact with the people as they see 
them in passing on the sidewalk, I know I 
always speak and we can put a face to officer 
whoever, especially if they are the regular 
officers and not new people every other day.” 
“I need to know the patrol officers in my 
neighborhood to build trust.”8  
 

“If you’re a cop and this is your daily route, 
there should be at least 10 people who know 
your name, or you know them.” 
 

 

 

CPC Comments 
1. The CPOP Plan does address 

community feedback on issues 
surrounding officer’s knowledge of the 
communities they are policing, in part. 
The use of zone integrity as a 
framework for assuring officers 
develop a relationship with the area 
they are policing is a positive step 
forward. The CDP needs to make clear 
that officers will generally stay in the 
same zone or sector for a set period, 
as long as years if possible, but at a 
minimum on a continuous basis so that 
community relationships can be 
developed.  

2. Officers immediately serving as Patrol 
Officers and within the District 
structure is a good first step setting the 
tone for community-oriented policing 

                                                
6 Ibid 
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid 
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for the remainder of the career of new 
patrol officers.  

Draft CPOP Plan & Training CDP will provide initial and annual in-service 
community and problem-oriented 
policing training that is adequate in quality, 
quantity, type, and scope, and will 
incorporate into its training of all officers, 
including supervisors, commanders, and 
executives, community and problem-oriented 
policing principles, including: 
 
a. methods and strategies to improve public 
safety and crime prevention through 
community engagement; 
b. training that promotes the development of 
new problem-solving partnerships 
between the police and community, targeting 
problem-solving and crime 
prevention; 
c. leadership, ethics, and effective 
communication and interpersonal skills; 
d. community engagement, including how to 
establish partnerships and actively 
engage civilians and community 
organizations, including youth, LGBT, 
homeless, and mental health organizations 
and communities; 
e. principles of procedural justice and its 
goals; 
f. conflict resolution and verbal de-escalation 
of conflict; and 
g. cultural competency and sensitivity training. 
 

 

Please Continue Reading IN APPENDIX A 
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COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM COMMUNITY MEMBERS 

Often officers can spend an entire shift running from one call for service to another, 

leaving little time to engage and problem solve. A priority goal of the CPOP model is to 

alleviate some of the workload of frontline officers assigned to districts.  

 

Summaries of Comments/Opinions from Community Members:  

Division Support through Structural Changes – Changing structure will be a problem for 

the (CDP) a police force. This is a police force which has a history of causing profound 

trauma in the community, and all of a sudden wanting to get closer to the communities 

that they victimize. When this is coupled with a history of covering up these behaviors, 

intentionally gutting internal review and preventing any meaningful community decision 

making over safety, what we are faced with is the prospect of being asked to trust what 

has in essence become an occupying force. 

 

Policing Going Forward – Officers should not wear their firearms to public meetings. 

Indicate sincerity in the daily "protect and serve" in the community. Not have CPD 

officers from any suburb work in Cleveland. Officers should live in Cleveland and work 

in Cleveland. Going forward there should be accountability for CDP actions; officers 

should be tried like any other individual when there a life is taken unlawfully. Until the 

culture of the blue wall of silence is dismantled and the arbitration provisions of 

contracts are challenged and eliminated, nothing else will matter. 

 

Because police are people assigned to perform a task that is specific to perpetuating 

the behaviors that they claim to be trying to prevent. People don't need other people to 

tell them right from wrong. People need conditions conducive to productivity and 

sustainability. This cannot be accomplished through policing. 

Public relations can make people believe in improvement. When I hear of local police 

meeting with Black Lives Matter advocates or LGBT reps or Hispanic Community 

Groups and following through with their suggestions I will believe that the "plan is 

working." A community member believes that adding the socioeconomic history of the 

neighborhood and intense bias self-reflection and training are integral to the success of 

a police force going forward. The community is concerned that it seems like most of the 

input and responses to plans are disproportionally done by white residents. This 

increases mistrust/tension between police and black Clevelanders. However, the CPC’s 

survey was completed mostly by African American Clevelanders (59%) 

 

Organizational Transformation – There does not appear to be a solid infrastructure to 

support implementation of the policy. A community member states “Show me the racial 

equity training piece. I fear that many police workers believe that people of color 

generally lack values as people.” The plan doesn't cover back ground checks for officers 

that have either been terminated or resigned to avoid termination as candidates for law 

enforcement position in other cities. If an officer is deemed unfit for one city, they are 

unfit in ALL cities. This plan doesn't address the FOP constitution which differs from the 
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real Constitution. If officers are meant to enforce our laws, they should have to abide by 

them themselves. And lastly, the organization involving community outreach with the 

police department, how are those people selected? 

The relationship between the community and the police needs to change from 
adversarial to one of trust again. There is a definite difference in the way suspects are 
perceived by many officers based on ethnicity. There should be periodic rotations of 
officers in zones There should also be some form of diversity training and assessment 
thereof in some communities’ officers are able to take squad cars home to show 
presence in the neighborhood.  
 
Transforming an organization like that of CDP must embrace truth telling and 

reconciliation – “There is no process for any truth and reconciliation process. A "pattern 

and practice of excessive force" means that there is some reconciliation needed. CDP 

has to acknowledge this.” Additionally, transformation must include the youth. Nothing in 

this survey/CPOP plan talk(s) about younger generations and helping them. 

It would help with the 80/20 desired time shift in scheduling if the public is made aware 

of the option to use the non-emergency number anytime to report things and should do 

so. According to community members “many people are clueless about the non-

emergency numbers available at the CPD.” 

None of the CPOP items will be implemented if there are not ample resources and 

accountability. There are officers and citizens who are very comfortable with the status 

quo. 

Organizational/Community Partnerships – Reallocating funds from officers and officer 

training to prosperity initiatives and legal education for members of the community could 

support an initiative like the 2018 Regional National Association for Civilian Oversight of 

Law Enforcement (NACOLE).  

Restorative justice and reconciliation are viewed as a necessity by community 

members. Most are seeking an apology for decades of wrong doing by CDP. There is 

not space for an apology in the Consent Decree or in the CPOP policy which is arguably 

the best place for it, states a community member. Further, “You are essentially forcing 

the community to work with their abusers, with the abuser without redress and without 

saying sorry. An apology is necessary to repair any relationship, including community-

police relationships.” 

Identify community partnerships beyond those identified as "violence prevention", i.e. 

arts programs, cultural programs, youth development programs, behavioral health, etc. 

Also, provide more detail in terms of strategies to advance procedural justice and 

reduce racial bias. Include child and youth-specific principles, such as an understanding 

of adolescent development, age appropriate expectations and trauma, to positively 

develop police-child/youth trust and relationships.  

There is a real sense of negative police activity in the neighborhoods from abusive 

behavior to carrying out the agenda of City Hall to gentrifying areas.  
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Racial equity training -- a high quality training -- needs to be a key piece of this policy. 

Much time needs to be spent on such training, and police workers need to be supported 

to take it seriously and rewarded for so doing.  Stronger relationships can be built upon 

training regarding power, privilege and the history of law enforcement in various 

communities across differences—cumulative impact. 

Consider removing some of the predictability about the CDP routes. The public doesn't 

always need to know of law enforcement’s movement. Re-access the training plan and 

include more of this training in the academy. It is a necessity to protect the homestead, 

since we are those who will man the public facilities. 

Measuring Success - Specifics of data collection, design of instruments, objectives of 

analysis, and scope of reporting are missing - along with the entity that would be in a 

good position to be accountable for all this research. It should NOT be the Bureau for 

Community Relations, which exists to make the police force look good. It should be 

someone committed to (and skilled in) principles of research for truth and learning. 

Add high quality, probably lengthy, racial equity training for all police workers. 

Suggested source: Erica Merritt and Adele Kious, Prism Racial Equity Laboratory, 

Neighborhood Connections, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Our church met to discuss this policy. Our concerns are: how is the policy baked into all 

supervision, training, evaluation? Are officers evaluated on how they carry out the 

policy? How do supervisors encourage and support officers in implementing the policy? 

How do you break the habits and "the way we always do it"? How do we ensure that 

data are collected and analyzed accurately and effectively? The proof is in the pudding. 

What structures are in place to make changes to improve the effectiveness of the policy, 

based on the evidence? How do we operationalize this, day-to-day and hour-by-hour 

and minute-by-minute? 

This is a comprehensive policy, reflecting positive ideas. The issue will be in the 

implementation, ability to engage the community in a solution-oriented process they 

seem resistant to, and the ability to have officers receive coaching. 

These summaries trivialize a document that is already vague and ineffective. This 

document isn't a plan. It's a PR essay. It has no teeth. It makes no commitment to 

community partnership. It checks off a box in the consent decree without requiring 

command officers to do anything different. 

[SARA] I would like greater clarity on who's doing the scanning and how will both 

officers and community members know how to engage in the collaborative problem 

solving. When a foot or bike patrols can residents perhaps get a phone call to expect to 

see officers on the streets and then have officers feel free to ring doorbells introduce 

themselves and have a brief chat Data collection is very important. What will this take? 

counts of foot patrols? Doors knocked? Brief qualitative interviews will help both officers 

and the community. Resources for executing this plan are not highlighted 
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A community member statement that captures the spirit of many of the open-

ended questions at the end of the survey: 

I think it would be more effective to take the concept of the "community engagement 

day" and expand it into a more extensive requirement for shadowing or "interning" at 

key community hubs. Officers need to spend time getting to know the culture of the 

community they will be serving and protecting. This means becoming familiar and 

COMFORTABLE with all aspects of the culture of a community and its people, including 

language, tone, interaction style, body movements, dress, etc. 

It is part of healthy human development for teenagers to engage in lots of physical 

contact. Some teens have the benefit of having this natural activity seen as "horseplay" 

while others have their natural physical interactions viewed as "aggression/threat". 

Similarly, for adults or youth, loud voices, cussing, etc. does not automatically equate to 

a threat - it's important to be comfortable enough with the community you're working 

with to be able to pause and recognize if the "argument/yelling" you think you are 

hearing is(n’t) actually a legitimate threat to safety. It's important to learn what kind of 

intervention for a particular community is more likely to calm vs. escalate a conflict. 

Learn how the community you will be serving solves their own conflicts - it might not 

look familiar and might not feel comfortable but that doesn't mean it's automatically 

dangerous or illegal. It takes exposure and genuine interaction to be adept at 

determining the difference between natural conflict patterns and conflict that poses a 

legitimate risk of harm when engaging with communities and cultures that one does not 

share. Many licensed helping professionals (counselors, social workers, medical staff, 

lawyers) have to complete ongoing continuing education to keep their license in good 

standing. These continuing education hours are at the time and expense of the 

individual to maintain their license that keeps them eligible for employment. 

Perhaps police officers can be required to complete a certain number of hours every 

year of community "shadowing" to maintain their eligibility for employment as an officer. 

Community shadowing is different from attending an event as the "attraction" or putting 

on an event - shadowing means the officer is assigned to shadow the work of someone 

who works directly in the community, such as a rec center staffer, a youth program 

worker, a driver that delivers meals to homebound elderly, a clerk at a grocery/corner 

store, a bank teller, etc., to see the community through their eyes. It would also be 

helpful to periodically spend a day getting around and in/out of the neighborhood using 

only RTA - learn what the daily experience of community members looks and feel like 

firsthand and see from their eyes how they view their neighborhood. This would be most 

effective if done regularly rather than just a one-time tour. 

 

Operationalizing a Cleveland Community and Problem Oriented 

Policing Plan 
 
Proper staffing and adequate resources are the backbone of any successful community policing 
plan. Community members believe that the CDP and CDP officers are under-resourced.  
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Although Cleveland residents expressed a preference for bike and foot patrol, it was 
noted that CDP does not appear to be adequately staffed to make this a reality. CDP officer 
salary is frequently cited as the lowest in the region and many officers will train with CDP but 
later transfer to serve in other municipalities. Community members feel that officers should be 
offered competitive salaries for the work they are expected to do. 
 

Staffing and deployment models should facilitate long-term police-community familiarity 
and relationship-building. Community policing can be resource intensive. Officers must 
have enough time in their schedules to engage with the community and address 
community problems—without undermining the Division’s ability to respond to calls for 
service or other public safety emergencies. Deployment plans should be designed to 
provide community members and officers opportunities to get to know each other which 
will aid the development of strong community partnerships (2017 CPOP Analysis). 
 

STAFFING AND RESOURCES 
(contributed by Commissioner R. Knoth) 

  The Cleveland Police Department (CPD) projects a hiring goal of 250 officers for 2018.  The 
policy on staffing and resources indicates that as of April 2, 2018 there were 68 officers in 
training.  However, at a town hall meeting conducted on July 19, 2018, representatives of the 
CPD indicated that 157 officers were in the training mode as of that date.  At that same meeting 
representatives of CPD indicated that the goal of 250 officers for 2018 remain realistic.  That 
said, a review of the current status of CPD staffing is in order before suggested changes to the 
policy are discussed. 

I.  Current Status of Officer Assignments 

   For fiscal year 2017, the agency budget was $95.8 million for salaries plus $12 million for 
overtime.  For 2018, those numbers are $97.6 million in salaries plus $13 million in overtime 
payments.  According to the proposed policy, the 2017 budget for CPD included funding for 
1610 sworn officers.  However, the actual number of total officers employed is 91 less than 
targeted.  With regard to patrol officers, there are 130 officers less than budgeted. 

 

  With regard to officer assignments, it is proposed that the same district identifiers will be utilized 
with respect to the proposed staffing.  As outlined in the policy, the CPD is expecting to maintain 
not only the same district offices but similar assignments to various specialty units.  While not 
addressing each and every specialty unit, the policy identifies several budgeted assignment 
units.  For example, the policy states that the current budget assumes 53 officers are to be 
assigned to Hopkins International Airport with only 48 officers actually filling positions (91% 
staffing).  The Gang Unit is budgeted for 23 officers with 14 filling positions (60% staffing).  Both 
the Homicide Unit and the Sex Crime/Child Abuse unit show identical experience levels.  The 
NICE/Targeted Violent Crime Unit is budgeted for 30 officers with only 16 positions filled (53% 
staffing).  On the other hand, the Personnel Unit is budgeted for 10 officers with 18 officers 
assigned (180% staffing).  Likewise, the Vehicle Impound/Custody department is budgeted for 
12 officers with 13 officers assigned (108% staffing). 

 

II.  Analysis of Staffing Allocation 

   As set forth in the proposed policy, there are generally four recognized methods for analyzing 
staffing needs and allocation of officers: per capita; minimum staffing; authorized level and 
workload base models.  Each model presents pros and cons.  Certain details of the various 
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models, however, are instructive.  For example, Cleveland currently employs 37.4 officers per 
10k residents.  The following chart provides a comparison to other similarly situated 
municipalities in the Midwest: 

  
City 

  
Population 

  
Officers 

Officers 
Per 10k 

  
Homicides 

  
Detectives 

Sex 
Crimes 

  
Detectives 

CLEVELAND 386,227 1444 37.4 135 14 488 15 

CINCINNATI 298,880 1051 35.2 57 17 249 15 

COLUMBUS 862,515 1855 21.5 91 36 2295 32 

PITTSBURGH 302,443 908 30 57 24 100 16 

INDIANAPOLIS 866,351 1612 18.6 148 24 684 21 

  
According to FBI statistics, the City of Cleveland is number 12 in the nation for the number of 
officers for every 10,000 residents. 

 

The CPD next performs an internal review of available data for one year (2016) in its preferred 
workload-based analysis.  To arrive at the projected staffing needs of 1304 patrol officers for 
2018 and 1366 officers for 2020, the policy determined that there were 245,831 total calls for 
service for the City of Cleveland.  These calls include approximately 15K for domestic violence, 
8K for general disturbance, 6K for shots fired, and 26K for combined commercial and residential 
alarm calls - 80% of which were false in nature.  For all calls, it is stated that 80.9% were 
dispatched with a record of arrival by an officer; 10.1% indicate no known arrival of a patrol 
officer and fully 9% were never recorded as even dispatched.  The analysis next determines 
that officers work an average of 1240 hours per year.  From there, the CPD determined that the 
proposed number of officers are necessary based on workload requirements. 

 

CPC REVIEW OF PROPOSED STAFFING POLICY 

There are a host of issues presented within the analysis and proposal which have been touched 
on at every level by those who provided input on the staffing proposal.  These individuals 
include not only those that consider themselves Cleveland residents but also those that work in 
the community and provide leadership throughout the community.  While criticism of the 
proposal would number in the dozens, it is most fruitful to focus on the main factors which follow 
the thrust of discussion with the goal of addressing the specific items as the policy moves 
forward.  With that in mind, the following issues should be considered and reviewed by the City: 

 

1. While it is commendable that the CPD attempts to internalize its analysis presumably 
with costs in mind, given the scope of the proposed needs and the financial impact to the 
budget, it would be prudent to permit the use of outside resources including consultants 
to conduct all analysis.  To be certain, the use of a single year of data to determine 
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trends is not acceptable nor in line with realistic approaches to the problems at hand.  
Moreover, but related to the use of outside resources is the lack of any input from 
national trends or recognized studies in moving forward.  This becomes critical as the 
CPD identifies personnel requirements and shifting demographics and dynamics within 
the city.  For example, use of outside consultants analyzing years of data and 
methodologies of assignment would likely result in different approaches to assignment of 
patrol officers within given districts and units.  There is actually no attempt to alter the 
landscape of assignments but only a regimented approach to staffing.  Indeed, utilization 
of national trends and studies would perhaps even foster a change in geography of 
districts and assignments throughout the city. 

 

2. Perhaps the most noteworthy item identified in the policy relates to the number of total 
service calls versus the number of calls actually dispatched.  While the number is noted, 
there is no explanation of the wide discrepancy between the number of calls and the 
80.9% which are actually dispatched of record.  Again, external review of several years 
of data may help explain this wide discrepancy and provide some mechanism to remedy 
an apparent system failure.  Absent more detail, it is virtually impossible to approach the 
issue in a cogent manner with the goal of developing not just an explanation but a fix to 
what is a widely known problem within the division.  For example, further study by a 
third-party could reveal the need to more properly address the customer-based 
complaints concerning the dispatch issue.  As explained during a recent meeting with 
representatives of the city, the City of Detroit revamped its dispatch units and permitted 
a local university to develop a technical solution to dispatching discrepancies.  While this 
could be a result in this case, without further information it would be impossible to 
determine whether use of third parties in the dispatch process would be both more 
efficient and results-oriented. 

 

3. Most of the discussion of the proposed staffing policy was done in conjunction with the 
presentations on the CPOP plan.  As set forth in that plan, it is expected that 20% of a 
patrol officer’s time annually will be devoted to CPOP activity.  Neither in the CPOP plan 
nor the staffing plan does the CPD perform any metric analysis of the use of time.  While 
there is reference to various activities to which patrol officers dedicate their time and the 
average time spent on a given call, it is impossible to analyze how a given officer may 
dedicate time to CPOP needs versus other job requirements.  Likewise, there is no effort 
to perform any analysis of the means to develop more efficiencies in a given patrol 
officer’s workday.  For example, it would be prudent to determine whether more use of 
anticipated technology will impact the requirements of the patrol officer workday.  It 
appears that significant time is spent on inputting information under the CPOP plan but 
no indication of whether the anticipated use of technology will result in more or less time 
for CPOP requirements or traditional policing needs.  These issues must be addressed 
before there can be any specific proposals for staffing requirements. 

 

4. It appears from the proposal that no changes or recommendations are made with 
respect to investigative or special units.  In fact, it appears that other than the numbers 
of officers that will be engaged in policing, all else remains the same.  While a recent 
study provided to the city indicated a drastic need to recommit personnel to the homicide 
team, there is no analysis of that study or its impact on the staffing proposals.  Similarly, 
there is no analysis of changing dynamics in certain neighborhoods that impact police 
assignments.  In that same regard, there is no analysis of the impact of successful 
CPOP policing, which presumably would result in a reduction of crime generally.  Finally, 
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while there is some recognition that responses to alarms must be approached in a 
different manner (utilization of non-sworn officers for response), there is no indication 
that a dramatic reduction in responding to false alarms will impact staffing 
requirements.  Since more than 10% of all dispatched calls relate to response to false 
alarms, successful alternatives to the false alarm dilemma will dramatically impact 
utilization.  None of this is addressed in the pending proposal. 

 

5. Perhaps the most noteworthy criticism of the staffing proposal relates to the failure to 
recognize the extreme mental health needs of the Cleveland community and varying 
approaches to staffing to meet those current and growing needs.  There can be no 
question that many of the Priority 1 calls present patrol officers with a circumstance that 
involves an individual with mental health issues at some level.  These include both 
diagnosed and undiagnosed individuals with the full spectrum of mental health 
issues.  In that regard, the most noteworthy cases that justified the issuance of the 
Consent Order likely involved individuals with significant mental health issues.  As that is 
the case, any proposal for staffing for a police department that projects a vision of 
“excellence in policing” must include not only consideration but implementation of a 
program which includes individuals that are professionally trained in the mental health 
field, including degreed social workers.  While the plan to train patrol officers on mental 
health issues is admirable, it does not meet the needs of the community.  Instead, there 
should be a proposal for a plan to incorporate social workers within the ranks of patrol 
officers.  There are multiple approaches.  Social workers could accompany patrol 
officers in each of the districts on each shift.  Alternatively, teams of social workers could 
also be available by district and respond to specific dispatch calls.  The need for 
utilization of social workers on a regular basis throughout the city can no longer be 
ignored. 

 

 

RECRUITMENT 

   The City of Cleveland released its five-year Recruitment Plan in conjunction with its public 
release of the CPOP and Staffing Plans.  While dated 2017, the Recruitment Plan was issued in 
May 2018 and presents the CPD effort to develop an applicant pool to meet the city’s 
obligations under the Consent Order.  Consistent with the terms of the Consent Order, the CPD 
plan is intended to include clear goals, objectives and action steps for attracting qualified 
applicants that possess strategic thinking and problem–solving skills. 

   The centerpiece of the recruitment plan is the creation of the Public Safety Recruitment Team 
(PSRT).  Members of the PSRT consist of internal staff including the officer in charge, two 
police officers, one firefighter and one member of EMT.  Each member of the PSRT is to 
become familiar with the Consent Order and a handful of other reading materials that address 
recruitment of enforcement officers.  The plan estimates that CPD must attract 1000 applicants 
for each class cycle in 2018 to reap a class of 50 or more new recruits. 

  The recruitment plan identifies a number of mechanisms to promote the applicant process in 
order to achieve the recruitment goal.  Those mechanisms include: 

1. Conducting information sessions at local recreation centers. 
2. Employing assistance of officers throughout the division to enhance interest. 
3. Create video and radio advertising to showcase women and minority officers. 
4. Schedule hours at local beauty salons and barbershops to provide face-to-face 

opportunities with potential applicants. 
5. Conduct symposium at local high schools to attract students. 
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6. Secure advertising in local neighborhoods to saturate awareness of employment 
opportunities. 

7. Create a hiring process review committee consisting of internal representatives from 
various city offices. 

8. Attend local college fairs. 
9. Consult with the CPC and other stakeholders to develop additional strategies. 

 

   The city has already established the PSRT.  That group has performed many tasks in 
2018.  Those efforts include conducting information sessions at local recreation centers as well 
as attending job fairs at a handful of local institutions. 

 

CPC/Community Response to Plan 

Like the CPOP and staffing plans, the community response to the proposal covers a wide  

spectrum of suggestions and criticisms.  Certainly, the plan should be recognized as an effort to  

provide specific tools to develop a substantial applicant pool to fulfill the needs of the CPC and 

its obligations under the Consent Order. 

 

   In a constructive effort to better advance the recruitment plan, specific suggestions are in order 
which may better position the CPD to recruit officers that possess strategic thinking and 
problem-solving skills, the stated objective of the city.  Additional strategic efforts include: 

 

1. Articulating specific recruitment standards to better align the CPD to achieve set goals. The 
plan does not mention minimum educational requirements let alone higher educational 
backgrounds which will be necessary to move forward with CPOP and a more technically 
driven workplace.  In short, an educated workforce only tends to bring excellence to the 
forefront.  There is no mention in the plan of enhancing the educational backgrounds of all 
recruits and incentivizing the current membership of CPD to undertake more education. 

 

2. Much like the other plans issued simultaneously with the Recruitment Plan, there is no 
mention of following any national models of recruitment.  In that same vein, there is no 
indication that any effort was made to engage recognized consultants that would assist in 
developing the plan and carrying out execution of the same.  While it is commendable to 
create a recruitment staff, there is no indication that the group will follow any nationally 
recognized models and instead may revert to recruitment practices that have not proven 
successful. 

 

3. While there is a recognition for the need to recruit at colleges and other post- secondary 
institutions, there is no consideration to recruitment at a broader level which may help attract 
a more diverse applicant pool.  By way of example, John Jay College in New York is known 
for its public safety instruction, yet there is no effort to attract such students to Cleveland.  
Likewise, identification of other colleges outside of Northeast Ohio may surprisingly garner 
the interest of recruits from fields outside traditional law enforcement areas.  This would 
include those that study social sciences as well as business and humanities.  The charge of 
the Consent Order is to effectively create a new environment for policing.  Attracting a whole 
new set of individuals to carry out the new policing plans is in order. 
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4. Again, consistent with responses to other policies, there is no mention of the recruitment of 
individuals with mental health backgrounds.  National statistics reveal that the placement of 
social workers and similarly trained individuals is slowing, which creates a potential avenue 
for recruitment in the policing field.  This represents an opportunity for CPD to attract 
individuals with backgrounds critical to the success of the CPOP plan.  While crafting this 
strategy will be challenging, it is certainly important as the city attempts to meet the 
expectations of the community. 

 

5. In both the staffing and recruitment plans, there is no mention of any financial parameters 
which outline pay schedules and anticipated benefits to recruits.  An economic analysis is in 
order so that the community is better informed, as well as recruits.  This information would 
allow review and analysis of providing incentives to potential future officers to live in the 
community served.  Increasing a patrol officer’s engagement with the neighborhoods is a 
key component to CPOP and a critical issue raised by community members.  As this is a 
topic discussed at every public forum, consideration should be given to providing public 
safety force members with financial incentives to live in Cleveland.  The incentives should 
not be limited to current residents but also to non-residents who choose to relocate after the 
date of hire.  Examples would include direct bonuses as well as potential abatements of 
taxes for investing in Cleveland dwellings.  While there can be no requirement to reside in 
the City of Cleveland, certainly incentives can alter that course. 

 

   Consistent with the stated strategy of the plan to consult with the CPC and other 
stakeholders following issuance of the plan, CPC anticipates development of additional 
strategies as the dialogue continues through August 2018.  That said, at a minimum the 
city should adopt these additional processes as part of the initial execution of any plan. 
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CPC Wrap-up (Part I): 
 

The (CPC) is guided by values, experiences and concerns raised about the 
development and implementation of a comprehensive community problem-oriented 
policing (CPOP) for the City of Cleveland. CPOP is a major cornerstone where the 
voice of the community and the premise of safety in neighborhoods will yield a 
collective vision for productive ways to address issues of trust and create a new 
narrative for community members and law enforcement of greater Cleveland.  
 
The United States Constitution requires the City of Cleveland to: 
• Prevent excessive force 
• Guarantee reasonable search and seizure; and  
• Ensure that police services are delivered free from bias.   
Cleveland’s police reform process hinges on improving community-police trust.   
 
Purposeful listening has proven critical to developing a path for the voices of 
community members to help build and enhance community trust.9  Social listening is 
a best practice used by the Cleveland Community Police Commission (CPC) as the 
Commission regularly engages the community on various media platforms and in 
face to face meetings. It is imperative that the Cleveland Division of Police (CDP) is 
intentional about responding to the voices of the people it has committed to protect 
and serve. This basic respectful action will promote and strengthen partnerships 
within the community.10   
 
The Community Engagement Assessment Plan (CPC, 2017) supports evidence-
based tracking of improvements in the pattern and practice of excessive use of force 
and unconstitutional policing and community-police relations that lead to promoting 
trust.  Tool design, data collection and analysis can be used to track change and 
develop effective strategic measurements that support CPOP overtime. 
 
The CPC endeavors to remove challenges created when unexamined cultural 
discourse leads to oppressing a community member’s agency in claiming his or her 
own self-knowledge about their own experiences (M. White 2007). 
 
The Commission remains committed to reaching out to and bringing forward the 
voice of those who are most vulnerable amongst us. Getting to know community 
members that do not typically attend meetings and who may have little trust in 
officers requires officers to engage them in places where they are most comfortable 
(pg.12, draft CPOP policy).  
 
As noted in the settlement agreement: “Ongoing community input into the 
development of reforms will strengthen Cleveland Division of Police (CDP) and the 
police-community relationships that are necessary to promote public safety.” 
 

 

                                                
9 https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-listening-business/ 
10 https://www.thebalancecareers.com/how-to-demonstrate-respect-in-the-workplace-1919376 
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Commissioner Analysis: Consent Decree Compliance 

(contributed by Commissioner Mario Clopton-Zymler) 

 

 

Draft CPOP Plan 
1. CDP will provide 8 hours of initial 

in-service and academy training 
about CPOP. 

2. Academy Recruits participate in 
Community Engagement Day with 
Reverse Ride-a-longs 

3. The supervisor training course will 
cover topics such as necessary 
leadership skills, evaluating written 
reports, and assessing officer 
performance. The course will 
conclude with a test to verify 
mastery of the subject matter. 

4. Every officer will attend an annual 
8-hour in-service training at the 
Police Academy  

Community Feedback:  
“Community members are interested in providing 
input on CDP policies and training” 
 

“Community members would like the CDP’s 
CPOP Plan to specifically address racial 
disparities.” 
 

“A community member shared an example of 
police training that used community members 
from specific groups to train police officers on 
how to engage each group.” 
 

“With past harassment and murder of 
predominantly transwomen of color and the 
possibility of more violence against the trans 
community and the LGBTQ+ community as a 
whole, it would be very helpful to both community 
and the Division of Police to have this liaison 

position as well as adequate  training to 

understand how to investigate crimes against 
LGBTQ+ as well as training to curb violence 
against trans people in our community.” 
 

CPC Comments: 
The CDP does provide training at the academy 
and in yearly in-service days that address 
important CPOP principles including:  
 

Methods and strategies to improve public 
safety and crime prevention through 
community engagement.  
 

Promoting the development of new problem-
solving partnerships between the police and 
community, targeting problem-solving and 
crime prevention  
Leadership, ethics, and effective 
communication and interpersonal skills.  
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Community engagement, including how to 
establish partnerships and actively engage 
civilians and community organizations, 
including youth, LGBT, homeless, and, mental 
health organizations and communities.  
 

Principles of procedural justice and its goals. 

 
However, the time detailed in the CPOP Plan 
does not adequately address the consent 
decree requirement for the training to be 
“adequate in quality, quantity, type, and scope”. 
 
To start, internalizing methods and strategies 
to improve public safety would by itself take up 
an entire day of training. Discussions on racial 
disparities and the needs of specific 
demographic communities in our city could also 
take up a full day. While it is a good first step 
for these principles to be included in the CPOP 
Plan, any person who has gone through a 
professional day long training knows that the 
topics the CDP intend on covering cannot 
realistically be covered in the time currently 
allocated for training in the CPOP Plan. It is 
recommended that the CDP take more time to 
develop a realistic plan that allows adequate 
time for the immersion into issues within the 
community that have been lifted in the consent 
decree, the framework of community policing, 
and the words of the community through the 
feedback mentioned above.  

 

 

CPOP and Community Partnerships 
 

Framework: The other essential 
component of collaborative problem-
solving is community partnership. 
 

1. Potential partners for problem-
solving efforts include residents, 
local businesses, non-profit 
organizations, community and 
faith-based leaders, and other 
government agencies. 

2. Employ Asset Mapping to better 

CPOP Plan 
The CPOP Plan recognizes an Asset map already 
in use by the city and plans to develop the map at 
the police district level including locations of 
recreation centers, schools, faith-based 
organizations, and other community 
resource/organization locations.  
District Commanders and officers will use the asset 
map, and meetings with community partners to 
identify the groups or leaders in their area to create 
a packet of information about the various 
neighborhoods in the District. 
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identify community resources 
and to collaborate on policing 
initiatives 

3. Tap into formal organizations.  

 

 

The CDP lists several entities as part of its network 
of formal organizations it partners with including: the 
Cleveland Police Foundation, Frontline Service, The 
Boy Scouts Explorer Program, and the District 
Policing Committees.  
 

Organized/Planned engagements such as Coffee 
with a Cop, the Police Athletic League, Public 
Safety Fairs, Block Clubs and Festivals, community 
meetings, neighborhood (residential/business) 
safety presentations, are also venues to engage 
and get to know the community. 
 

Community Feedback 

“Community members expressed trust 
and confidence in many existing local 
institutions and organizations, 
especially Community Development 
Corporations 
(CDCs) and block clubs.” 
 

 

“I rarely see a CDP 
Officer in my neighborhood. When I do, they are 
just passing through in their patrol cars.” 

 

Defining CPOP 

Framework 
1. Police-community collaboration in 

identifying and addressing community 
problems and concerns; 

2. Meaningful opportunities for community 
input on policing policies and practices; 

3. Opportunities for officers to get to know the 
community. 

4. Each of the three components is 
necessary to ensure that the CDP and the 
community work as partners to “co-
produce” public safety.11  

CPOP Plan 
CPOP is a collaborative problem solving 
(also referred as problem-oriented 
policing) method of policing. 
 

Community officers routinely and 
proactively engage the community to 
create partnerships and co-produce 
public safety.  
 

Applies to the alignment of organizational 
structure to reflect and support 
partnerships 
and community needs/wants throughout 
the Division. 
 

                                                
11 Pg. 2 of Framework for CPOP in Cleveland 
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CPC Recommendation 
CDP Definition of CPOP aligns with 
best practices in policing.  

 

 

Consent Decree 32. CDP will continue to meet with members of the community in each 
District on a monthly basis. CDP will actively solicit participation from a broad cross-section of 
community members in each District. Among other things, these community meetings 
will be used to identify problems and other areas of concern in the community and 
discuss responses and solutions. During these meetings, CDP may discuss, when 
appropriate, summaries of relevant audits and reports assessing CDP as well as any 
policy changes completed during the preceding quarter. 
 

CPOP Plan 
All members of the Division, 
particularly the District Commanders, 
are expected to create and maintain 
relationships with community 
influencers within their respective 
commands, and to be responsive to 
their safety and policing concerns, 
including actively participating in 
DPCs. 
 

DPCs are a medium for engagement 
and problem-solving. District 
Commanders will use the meeting as 
an opportunity to identify, assess and 
collaboratively solve problems in their 
District. 
 

 

Community Feedback 
“While there are existing formal structures in 
Cleveland for community members to 
discuss policing concerns—namely, the District 
Policing Committees (DPCs) and the 
CPC—few people are aware of them or comfortable 
with them.” 
 

“I never remember when they [DPC/CPC meetings] 
are held. They need to be better advertised 
somehow.”12 
 

“Many community members ages 18-24 indicated they 
had heard of DPCs.” 
 

 CPC Comment:  
The CDP needs a detailed plan on how it intends on 
creating spaces for substantial, positive interactions 
with the youth of Cleveland, beyond its current 
initiatives. More must be done by the CDP to have 
substantial, positive interactions with the young adults 
of Cleveland. From a data standpoint, if the youth 
population is not recognized in the work/data involved 
with CPOP in a substantial way, the findings will be 
severely flawed.  

 

                                                
12 CPOP Report 
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Data Analysis & CPOP 

 

Consent Decree 33. Within 365 days of the Effective Date, CDP will develop and implement 
systems to monitor officer outreach to the community. CDP will use this method to analyze, 
among other things, whether officers are partnering with a broad cross-section of 
community members to develop and implement cooperative strategies that build mutual 
respect and identify and solve problems. The Monitor will review whether the systems 
developed by the City are effective. 
 

CPOP Plan 
The City of Cleveland has hired a 
“Data Coordinator” who will ensure 
that the data is collected and 
tracked.22 The data will provide 
CDP supervision with a means to 
monitor the activities of their 
subordinates and establish 
a baseline of productivity to aid in 
the annual performance 
evaluations. 
 

Data collected will include 
community outreach, engagement, 
bike and foot patrol 
frequency, organized/planned 
events and unplanned 
engagements 
 

In addition to data in CAD, the data 
coordinator will also track problem-
solving data entered in the other 
system. 
 

CPC Comments 
 

The Division identifies outreach opportunities that will 
be captured in the CAD System. who will be analyzing 
the data: the Data Coordinator. However, this plan 
does not provide enough detail as to the methods that 
will be used to capture the data.  
 

There is no detailed description as to: 
1. Whether or how the City will partner with a 

broad cross-section of community members. 
2. How the City intends on developing and 

implementing cooperative strategies 

 

 

Consent Decree 34. At least annually, CDP will present the results of this analysis, broken out 
by District, in a publicly-available community policing report detailing its community policing 
efforts in each District. This report will describe the problems and solutions identified 
in the analysis above. The report also will identify obstacles encountered in community 
and problem-oriented policing and recommendations for future improvement. In 
developing this report, CDP will consider, as appropriate, available results from the biennial 
survey. The community policing report will be provided to the Commission, posted on CDP’s 
website, and a summary of the report will be provided at each District community meeting 
following the report’s publication. 
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CPOP Plan 
At least annually, the Data Coordinator will 
extrapolate data associated with CPOP 
activities including the frequency and type 
of actions taken, and broken down by 
District. Supervisors will use this 
information during the annual performance 
evaluations. 
 

Community surveys will be conducted to 
measure public satisfaction with policing, 
attitudes, among police personnel, and the 
quality of police-citizen encounters.23 The 
survey will address officer and Division 
performance regarding community 
partnerships 
and CPOP activities. 
 

CPC Comments 
 

A consistent thread throughout CPC public 
comments is that community members would like 
to be more involved in the policy changes with the 
police division. This policy addresses consent 
decree requirements with statements of intent but 
is limited in its actual description of plans to 
actualize the requirements. 
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Voices of Community Members (Narratives/Stories) 
 

Roundtable/Focus Group 

 

Individuals 
 

Mr. Malcolm Himschoot 

 

Mr. Jason Goodrick 
 

  

 

../CPOP%20Round%20Table_7_10_FINAL.pdf
../CPOP%20Plan%20Input%20Himschoot.pdf
Jason%20Goodrick%20CPOP_ED_Analysis.pdf
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 CPOP Plan – Input from a Community Member  

Malcolm Himschoot  

July 4, 2018  

I write as a Cleveland resident and parent. I am a neighbor who is white in a multi-racial community 

including many children. With others committed to “Showing Up for Racial Justice,” I have attended 

many meetings of the Cleveland Police Commission over the past three years, becoming informed about 

the long-term problems that go into the unacceptable level of use-of-force demonstrated by officers in 

our city.  

I have read the document “2018 Community & Problem-Oriented Policing Plan - DRAFT” during the summer 

period of public review, and I share the following feedback for the city and the Commission. First, those 

elements I can affirm. Second, areas where I have questions. Third, critiques.  

Overall the clear tone, integrated priorities, and ethical substance of this document will carry Cleveland 

far into 21st century policing, as long as two incentives do not get in the way. 1) The Plan should not be 

used to grow the police force, which is already quite large for cities our size. And 2) The Plan to earn 

the trust of the community should not be perceived as a substitute for actually earning the trust of the 

community.  

Affirmations  

1.) The document leads with a clear vision from the current chief of the Cleveland Division of Police, a 

vision that makes use of good thinking and helpful precedent from community members and reformers 

among police departments across the country. I appreciate the framework of ‘community wellness,’ the 

tools provided by SARA (scanning analysis response assessment) methodology for officers, and the 

illustration of community problem-oriented policing (CPOP) presented in the first sections of the Plan. 

These steps forward are aligned with needs for improvement expressed repeatedly during hundreds of 

hours of community input sessions over the past few years. Comments based on the experience of 

overly-aggressive, hostile or disrespectful officers have been common – disproportionate experiences by 

race. This Plan, although it does not address race directly, verbalizes the opposite direction.  

2.) The Plan continues with sections around leadership, personnel recruitment, and other staffing 

matters. There is no common agreement in our community about whether officers representing CDP 

truly can know and serve their neighborhoods; at this point there is still a lot of fear over latent and 

overt racism. However, the direction of document is methodical and tries to implement the vision 

introduced up-front. We can hope that with the strength of this positive vision, there is a chance to build 

a new policing culture that contributes to de-escalation, not escalation, throughout every zone and  

district. Making this a true expectation not just a hope would require more from the City and from the 

Cleveland Police Patrolmen’s Association as the officers’ representative union. (See Question #3 below.)  

3.) The Plan concludes with organizational partnerships, the role of community (not just police) in 

effective problem-solving, and a nod to collaboration on overall “strategies to address crime.”1  

1 “Strategies to address crime” is controversial only because in District Policing Committee (DPC) 

meetings it can often mean “make white people feel safe.” What we want it to mean, using an anti-

racism understanding, is to find ways to increase jobs and nutrition, create quality school experiences, 

and decrease lead exposure for our youth. When we increase employment prospects and basic health, 

crime will go down.  
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Questions  

1.) How do members of the public know the difference between the interactions that police intend as 

community engagement “outside of enforcement or investigative activities” (p. 12), for example 

“stopping to talk to community members in coffee shops, on the street, or in local parks” (p. 13), and 

the kind of stop involving the obligation to comply with police orders?  

It should be clear to officers that the community desires them TO DO more engagement and NOT TO 

DO more harassment. In terms of how the community perceives this, a lot will depend on whether 

officers respect the constitutional rights of the people they encounter. Stop-and-frisk, and arresting 

people for having an open beverage, will be problematic.  

2.) It is not clear from the Plan, including the dispatch section on pg. 16, how Cleveland’s specially-

trained mental health units will be utilized. When would they be called, who calls for their services, and 

how can the community expect to draw on that resource?  

Is there a partnership (not included in the current Plan) with the County around mental health crisis 

centers? I have heard something about police being able to take people to a mental health crisis center, 

rather than a jail, in some circumstances.  

3.) Are there any areas of implementation of this Plan that rub against or run into the contract stipulated 

between the City of Cleveland and the police union, the CPPA? If so, who are the parties to address 

these areas and make changes within the union contract?  

Congruence with the Plan - especially the Plan’s clear mandate to serve the community, and the Plan’s 

citing of principles of procedural justice – is extremely important. Ultimately accountability for 

performing in this manner means that police report to the public. The public is the family member of 

every young person shot by police. We become highly concerned about cases where discipline for an 

officer’s excessive use of force is never handed down or is overturned when CPPA seeks arbitration. 

We will not feel assuaged or reassured until CPPA issues are addressed.  

Critique  

1.) Data collection, management, and evaluation are mentioned repeatedly throughout the Plan. Yet as a 

reader I am not clear what tools will be used for this, how often it will be done, and what exactly will be 

measured. Well-designed and usable tools are needed at the level of patrol, supervision, and 

administration. These tools need to be integrated with the Chief’s vision and be able to serve reporting 

requirements internally and externally. This deserves more work and clarity, and a well-chosen high-

level entity needs to be consistently responsible for this data and research piece.  

Keeping data, statistics, and reporting around CPOP – as well as racial/demographic data on interactions, as 

well as data around the occurrence of use of force incidents – is extremely important. At times this data may 

provide a favorable view of the Division; at other times the Division may not look so good, but it will 

provide needed accountability for the Division to improve. Such research must not be housed within the 

department that deals with “community relations” as stated in the Plan on pp. 13-14. While reports may 

be communicated to the Bureau for Community Relations (BCR), and to supervisors within the 

department, the overall responsibility for analytics, research and data should lodge with an entity known 

to be accountable to truth and transparency first and foremost.  

The City should have a research office outside of the CDP chain of command committed to designing 

queries, tracking and reporting trends, and promoting learning and modification. This entity can assist 

with the design of data collection and reports, as well as the design of evaluations from training and 

performance, currently missing or ambiguous in the Plan.  
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2.) Community surveys (p. 27) are an opportunity to circulate to the public the actual results of 

assessment of particular districts and the Division as a whole, demonstrating what is true at the current 

time, and whether that represents improvement or not compared to past years. Add language to state 

that such surveys will be conducted every year, and that each survey will include accurate and pertinent 

statistics for public knowledge.  

As a member of the public, I would want to know, for instance, whether a pattern and practice of 

excessive use of force is getting better or worse in Cleveland, before being asked to judge my 

satisfaction with the Cleveland police. CPOP hours, and whether or not those met the 20% standard, 

will be a portion of what I consider when I respond, but not all. I want to see the kind of trends that are 

(or should be) statistically shown to the Civilian Police Review Board, so that I can answer the 

questions: “Are complaints of unjustified use of force going down?” “Are officers being disciplined after 

demonstrating explicit bias? Reassigned after registering implicit bias?”  

3.) More attention needs to be given to youth, absent in this Plan except for one mention near the end. 

Youth should be a focus of the overall transformation in Cleveland, from asset-mapping to CPOP to the 

definition of community wellness itself.  

As one community member at a Town Hall in the Commission process emphasized recently, “Why be 

extra or unnecessarily harsh or callous at young people who we know are hormonal,  

easily influenced, lack hope, were not given proper education or life skills from a failed school system 

and who are redlined into areas that further exacerbate the known effects of poverty? What are you 

doing to help police and the community before the youth become a part of and victims of our problems 

here in Cleveland?”  

Conclusion  

As a community member, a once-neighbor to Tamir Rice, I hesitate to dial the police for low-level issues 

that I see, out of worry that from dispatch to officer the “problem-solving” will be taken out of the 

equation, and only people who escalate the situation to violence will arrive on scene. I don’t want to call 

a hired gun. I might want to call a lawful authority. That is certainly the only kind of authority I would 

want called on me.  

Even with all the policy changes and internal organizational work, the public will still be waiting to see 

what role police officers adopt in Cleveland. The best way to tell us what success looks like will be to 

tell us what the Division is measuring. SARA and CPOP are a start, but these measures need to be 

cleanly contrasted with measures of objectionable behaviors meriting discipline. With assessment of 

both, we can perceive when the public and the police are on the same page together.  

Sincerely,  

Malcolm E. Himschoot  

1318 West Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44102  

rockymalcolm@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 



Problem Oriented Policing (POP) and the SARA Model in 
Cleveland; Before we Move Forward Many Questions 
Must be Answered by the Cleveland Division of Police  
Questions, Observations and Recommendations by Jason Goodrick  
 

In September the City Administration on behalf of the Cleveland Division of Police (CDP) will most likely 

submit a Community and Problem Oriented Policing Plan (CPOP) to Judge Solomon Oliver Jr. for 

approval that includes the following key points; 

 All Cleveland Division of Police officers will be mandated to train on and put into practice 

“Problem Oriented Policing”; 

 The time commitment to community policing will be not less than 20% of hours worked for each 

officer on duty; 

 The adopted methodology for collaborative problem solving between CDP and community 

members will be the SARA (Scanning, Analysis, Response, Assessment) model; and 

 Asset mapping or the process of the Division of Police “inventorying community resources-

individual by an individual, association by association, institution by institution, and employer by 

employer.” 

My analysis of the current draft of the plan is via the following lenses; 1. As a current resident of 

Cleveland 2. As a listener in the capacity of the Executive Director of the Community Police Commission 

3. As a public safety professional with 20 years of experience and 4. As a M.S. in Organizational 

Development and Change Management. After processing the document through all my internal 

perspectives I am left with more questions in my mind than answers. My top questions to the plans 

authors are; 

 Is this change good for the Department of Justice and the Consent Decree but costly and 

problematic for the community, city management and the Division of Police? What type of 

change management internal analysis was conducted to determine disruption, time, cost, and 

impact on other police services? 

 What active and past practitioner wisdom is the Division of Police applying to the SARA model in 

Cleveland? Are the authors attempting to re-invent the wheel?  

 Is the Division currently recruiting officers who have traits in line with the wellness model 

mindset or the traditional mindset of authoritarian, criminal law enforcement? What empirical 

evidence is used to ensure a candidate has the traits necessary to be good at CPOP when they 

are hired? What types of tests are in place to gauge officer’s aptitude for SARA who are already 

on the job? 

 Does CDP leadership have the organizational wisdom and experience to effect a change of this 

magnitude?  

 How will the Division change the mindset and concrete habits of veteran officers who have been 

reactive, often perceived as apathetic and trained to analyze for arrest, not remediation? 



 Is there buy-in from mid-level management and influencers such as the CPPA leadership for the 

“wellness model”? Will leaders and influencers at each level of the Division embrace this vision 

in order to set the tone for the culture? How will executive officers ensure this occurs? 

 Are officers already overwhelmed from too many changes? Are they still recovering from CIT, 

Use of Force, etc.? How can mastery of SARA be achieved when so many things are being 

changed at once? 

 Do officers WANT to be problem solvers? What is in it for them (incentive) to embrace this 

philosophy?  

 What happens to the balance of power when police become involved in problems outside of 

their mandate? How will the Division ensure problem solving remains within the boundaries of 

the Constitution? 

 How will the City measure the benefit or damage to the community that is a result of the 

solutions that are applied using SARA? Who will manage this enormous research task?  

 How will CPOP data be protected so that files are not kept on citizens, groups, or “assets” that 

can be leveraged or used in other law enforcement activities such as criminal investigations? 

 How much of the community’s representative voice is in the pages of the plan?  

Findings and Recommendations that May Lead to Answers  

CPOP and the SARA model have been in existence for decades. As an organizational development 

practitioner and an evidence based manager I believe we should treat old ideas like old ideas. The mere 

success of SARA in another environment means it has been labeled as a “best practice.” Best practices 

are not unto themselves valid evidence that the accomplishments can be repeated in Cleveland. Prior to 

the final version of this plan and creation of any supporting General Oders The Cleveland Division of 

Police and the community should carefully examine the practice of SARA utilizing all available evidence 

from other departments. This means taking a hard look at the details of what worked elsewhere with 

the SARA model and also determining why it worked. Case studies alone will not accomplish this. By 

further investigating the context it worked in and considering what factors are unique in Cleveland only 

then can we begin to gauge if the expectations outlined in the CDP’s CPOP plan are realistic. The division 

should be hesitant to implement SARA as described in the draft simply because it is in vogue or because 

this populist approach appeases the Consent Decree requirements.  

After reading the plan I took a dive into the history, practitioner’s viewpoints and what some academic 

research shows. What I found is that the Cleveland Division of Police may have chosen a model that is 

difficult to implement without an accompanying change management plan, requires a real commitment 

at every level of the organization, and must be thoroughly evaluated every step of the way. All other 

Consent Decree projects aside, this plan implies a massive cultural change internally and externally. The 

Division should ensure that it has a deep, evidence based, understanding of the history including 

successes and failures of other departments who have utilized the SARA model. The leadership should 

also consider the magnitude of the organizational change/ cultural change that it is proposing and make 

certain there is a comprehensive change management plan in place to support this undertaking. In 

addition the Division should consider the legalities associated with “asset” mapping very carefully before 

proceeding with any information collection. Finally, the vision of the community must carry equal weight 

to the “chiefs vision” when it comes to the finished plan. Acceptance of some of the ideas gathered 



through the work of the Community Police Commission, including ideas from some of the division’s 

harshest critics, is the first step in ensuring the success of any Community Policing & POP plan.  

A Brief History 

In 1979 Herman Goldstein penned “means over ends” as a police theory. This idea implies most 

departments are reactive to problems by doing. The leadership focus is on what police “DO” rather than 

on what they are supposed to accomplish. There is too much discretion in what is done without proper 

guidance. The ‘doing’ is ineffective or has little impact on the underlying problems. This approach is 

typically authoritarian and has an over reliance on application of criminal law to “fix” problems. It also 

alienates and damages relationships with the community. A Consent Decree is a symptom of a 

department that suffers from “Means Over Ends Syndrome.” Goldstein advocated for an approach that 

is more focused on identifying and addressing the problems that result in police response, Problem 

Oriented Policing (POP). He included the idea of using neighborhood resources as partners in the 

process. Others quickly built on his theory. 

In 1987 John Eck and William Spelman developed a 5 step model for POP. The SARA model stands for 

Scanning, Analysis, Response and Assessment. It has become widely accepted and adopted by police 

agencies worldwide but it has not proven to be panacea. John Eck himself has called for more research 

into the effectiveness of SARA in communities citing the complexity of problem solving and questioning 

the ability of the police to master it under current applications1. Here is brief synopsis what I have 

learned from existing research on POP and SARA; 

 Problem solving is the LEAST well-developed operational strategy for police and may be the 

least recognized by the profession. Most police agencies have not elevated problem solving to 

the level of other operational strategies, failing to develop the formal systems needed to sustain 

it2.  

 As of 2012 evidence was beginning to show POP is an effective approach to reducing crime and 

disorder3 with or without community involvement. This may be due to model analytical 

processes used like SARA vs. “simply talking to citizens” in a Community Oriented Policing (COP) 

model. The basic COP model may be more effective for building satisfaction with police, 

increasing elements of police legitimacy and changing perceptions of disorder. The COP model 

may need to be a pre-requisite for effective POP in order to increase the likelihood of 

collaborative problem solving between police and the community.4 

 To be most effective beyond short burst projects research shows police departments must be 

fully committed to the tenets of Problem Oriented Policing AND Community Oriented Policing.  

 Program expectations must be realistic. 

                                                           
1 John Eck, Police Problems: The Complexity of Problem Theory, Research and Evaluation (Crime Prevention Studies, 
2003) vol. 15 pp. 79-113  
2 Michael S. Scott, Problem Oriented Policing: Reflections on the First 20 Years (U.S. D.O.J., 2000), p. 17, para. 1.  
3 John Eck, Joshua Hinkle, Cody Telep and David Wiesburd, Crime Prevention and Research Review; The Effects of 
Problem Oriented Policing on Crime and Disorder (U.S. D.O.J., 2012) 
4 Trevor Bennett, Charlotte Gill, Cody Telep, Zoe Vitter, and David Weisburd, Community-oriented policing to 
reduce crime, disorder and fear and increase satisfaction and legitimacy among citizens: a systematic review 
(Journal of Experimental Criminology, 2014) vol 10 pp. 399-428  



 Implemented POP programs have come and gone over 40 years. They vary tremendously from 

department to department and success (beyond crime reduction), from an academic research 

standpoint still remains hard to define. There is a risk of departments reverting back to 

traditional methodology if the program is not fully supported by the community and the police, 

a POP champion separates from the department, funding is reduced/ discontinued or there is no 

oversight.  

San Diego Police – The POP Pioneers  

San Diego Police Department began experimenting with POP in the late 1980’s. The principal was 

formally incorporated into field training in 1996, and in 1998 SDPD was the first department to integrate 

problem solving into its recruit academy curriculum. The department has since incorporated POP in its 

officer performance reviews and maintains its own proprietary POP database. The lessons learned out of 

San Diego are worth considering in Cleveland. 

One study in 2003 concluded that while most officers engage in recognizable problem solving, at they 

rarely make use of the rigid and formal SARA model5. Some key insight from the SDPD which, to date, 

may be the most committed to problem solving as an operational policing strategy are; 1) All officers 

SHOULD be trained as basic problem solvers. Most officers will engage in simplistic, non-formal, POP 

that is applied to specific crime such as drug dealing and low level disorder problems. 2) The expectation 

of all officers to engage in the deeper analytical SARA model that requires creative, thoughtful problem 

solving may be unrealistic. 3) The deeper analysis of larger trends or problems should be left to a 

specialized unit. This unit can be highly trained, work in conjunction with researchers and emphasize 

finding tailor made, non- traditional, non-enforcement based solutions to complex social problems.  

The Complexity of Problems – Why CDP needs a POP SWAT   

“One of the greatest difficulties for problem-oriented policing becomes apparent when one moves 

from analyzing a problem to responding to a problem. There is no obvious link between these two 

stages of the problem-solving process. In fact there is a very large gap and we expect police problem 

solvers to leap easily across it.”6  ~ John Eck, University of Cincinnati  

John Eck wrote a piece in 2003 on the complexity of problem theory, problem research and evaluation 

of problem solving. His overall point was that problems are complex and individuals are not that good at 

analyzing the factors involved or finding the right solution. At the beat level of policing there are many 

problems encountered with “a very broad array of potential solutions, each of which is potentially 

appropriate in some specific contexts, but few of which are generally applicable to most problems, 

regardless of context7.” Even with the help of 71 D.O.J. Problem Specific Guides8, each one with multiple 

suggested solutions, an officer still must be adept at examining the issue on the deepest level possible.   

Key points for consideration when determining if ALL officers will be efficient with SARA;  

                                                           
5 Gary Cordner and Elizabeth Biebel, Research for Practice: Problem-Oriented Policing in Practice (U.S. D.O.J., 2003)  
6 John Eck, Police Problems: The Complexity of Problem Theory, Research and Evaluation (Crime Prevention Studies, 
2003) vol. 15 p. 96 para. 3 
7 p. 97 para. 3 
8 http://www.popcenter.org/problems/?action=num#webguides 



 There are often multiple and competing interests at stake with respect to a problem. Officer 

generalizations can simplify them to what an officer believes individual stakeholders want 

however, complexity dictates that even most stakeholders have multiple and competing 

interests within themselves. Generalizations make it easy to miss hidden commercial interests, 

underlying prejudice and biases.  

 Judgments about solutions can be based solely on an officers past experiences. Such judgements 

are often made without first examining on a larger scale if the evidence supports a positive 

outcome.  

 A thorough problem analysis requires research. Police are ill-equipped to conduct literature 

reviews, most likely do not have the time and may already be overwhelmed with paperwork.  

 Officers must be able to look above them to the supervisory level for assistance in problem 

analysis. In the case of the CDP implementing this as a new program, supervisors will generally 

have the same level of experience and training in POP as line officers.  

 There is a sound reason for most police officers to apply weak evaluation designs around 

problem solving efforts. Police as problem solvers are often more interested in whether the 

problem declined (stats) not taking credit for the decline, repeating its success or promoting the 

solution.  

 Problem solving and free sharing of ideas must go hand in hand. The rigid para-military structure 

of the Division coupled with the high tension, low morale environment makes positive idea and 

opinion sharing difficult.  

Across the nation, in various conditions, line officers have proven somewhat talented at targeting small 

problems and leading an effort to correct the problem. I endorse the idea that a basic POP approach for 

all officers should be supported by CDP. I also believe there are many more problems that are persistent 

in Cleveland that require a deeper, research based approach at each stage of SARA. The CDP would be 

wise to learn from the evidence in San Diego and other settings and consider establishing a specialized 

unit to manage complex and re-occurring problems. The division should also consider collaboration with 

research institutions to achieve greater results and propagate learning in the profession. Other 

partnerships of a specialized POP unit must include persons from the local prosecutor’s office. 

Prosecutors have valuable insight into the process beyond the street and effectiveness of disposing 

cases. Liaisons from housing departments, community development, recreation etc. should also be 

assigned as needed. Goldstein argued that how exact one has to be in problem oriented policing 

depends greatly on the “consequences of being wrong”9. In some instances in Cleveland, consequences 

of the wrong solution can be grave for individuals, neighborhoods, and can also decrease the trust 

between police and the community. An investment in a highly skilled, collaborative POP unit could reap 

far more benefits to the community as a whole then an investment in other units that are militaristic in 

nature and excel at use of force to resolve problems that have escalated to a crisis level.  

 From a Practitioner’s Point of View – An Argument for Heavy FOCUS on the Change Process Itself 

“For a community policing change to last within a law enforcement organization, the nature of the 

organization itself must change. Thus, how effectively change is implemented will determine whether 

                                                           
9 Scott (2000) p. 14 



that organization sustains community policing as a new policing model or re-trenches to a more 

traditional style of policing10.” ~ Andrea Schneider, D.O.J. Visiting Fellow 

There are some academics that believe when it comes to community policing form should follow 

function. The Cleveland Division of Police has already launched some of its POP and COP programs 

ahead of the final plan that guides them. This includes the introduction of Community Engagement 

Officers (CEO)’s on July 26th 201811. The act first, then structure around the outcomes methodology in 

some settings may be a sound approach. A police department under a Consent Decree, which mandates 

structural and cultural changes, may not be the best place to practice this feet first methodology. In fact 

it may be contradictory to prescriptive evidence for how to increase the likelihood of these newly 

appointed CEO’s success in the street. In 2003 Andrea Schneider wrote Community Policing in Action! A 

Practitioner’s Eye View of Organizational Change. I believe this should be a seminal document for any 

department that is attempting the changes that CDP is proposing. In the project she looked in depth at 9 

departments who received funds from the Advancing Community Policing Grant Program. She, along 

with an expert panel of law enforcement professionals, evaluated programs from the perspective of 

change management, not implementation of the community policing goals although they are inter-

related. Her findings are remarkable. Schneider’s study reveals that looking at Community Policing 

through the lens of change management is essential. She states that agencies need to align their visions 

and goals for the organization with the “day to day realities of policing.12”  In its current version, CDP’s 

plan may be unrealistic from this change management perspective.  

In the introductory section I raised the question of change “burn out” in the Division at the officer level.  

A recently filed report13 by the Cleveland Police Monitoring Team detailing intelligence gained from 

officer focus groups states: 

“To date, however a perceived lack of effective communication regarding CDP efforts to change 

its policies and processes, entrenched morale issues, and adversarial relationship between line 

officers and the administration have tended to hamper the Division’s internal transformation. 

Without more sustained and focused efforts to communicate and receive feedback on new 

policies and expectations, officers may remain unsure of how to behave in the field.14” 

This statement is prophetic of the problems that lay ahead when CDP attempts to transition to a 

department that institutionalizes POP and the wellness model. It is essential that CDP leadership seeks 

out change management professionals in the field of Organizational Design as this ambitious plan moves 

forward. Consultants can bridge communication barriers between management levels and lessen 

conflict. Schneider says it best;  

“Perhaps the most powerful lesson from the ACP program is that one of the most important 

elements of successful organizational change is careful attention to the process of change, as 

                                                           
10 Andrea Schneider, Community Policing in Action! A practitioners Eye View of Organizational Change (U.S. D.O.J. 
2003) p. 1 
11 Frank G. Jackson and Calvin Williams Mayor Frank G. Jackson and Cleveland Division of Police Introduce 
Community Engagement Officers to City Neighborhoods (2018)  Press Release http://cleveland-oh.gov/node/13698 
12 Schneider (2003) p.4 
13 Cleveland Police Monitoring Team, Cleveland Police Officer Focus Groups (Case:1:15-cv-01046-SO, 2018) Doc# 
204-1 
14 Cleveland Police Monitoring Team (2018) p.8 



opposed to focusing solely on its intended results. Because these [9] agencies embarked on 

changes that often ran counter to prevailing methods, they often found it necessary to first 

create the capacity for these changes in order for them to succeed15.” 

Based on my personal interactions with officers in the capacity of the Executive Director of the CPC and 

the findings of the Monitoring Team I do not believe the capacity for a change of this magnitude 

currently exists in the Division. The Schneider study suggests that there are 13 critical elements that 

must be assessed and addressed from a change management prospective in connection to the proposed 

CPOP plan in order to increase the likelihood of success. They are; 

 Accountability
 Performance Evaluations
 Increased Organizational Capacity
 Communication
 Community Oriented Government
 Customized Services to Fit the Location
 Engaging and Investing in Mid-Level Management
 Leadership
 Networking, Connecting and Learning
 Resources
 Time for Change
 Unions
 Vendor Selection16

A comprehensive Change Management plan that addresses each of these areas is not an option- it’s a 

necessity. To ignore this wisdom based on evidence would send a clear signal that the Division’s CPOP 

Plan may only be symbolic. Absence of a change management plan will also enable powerful groups 

both inside and outside the organization to continue their agendas of resistance to change and defense 

of the status quo.  

Asset Mapping is Dangerous Constitutional Territory for Law Enforcement 

While I advocate for data driven operations within the Cleveland Division of Police I draw the line at 

civilian data collection by police for any reason other than lawfully conducted criminal investigations. It 

is my belief that it is absolutely contraindicated in trust building between the police and the community 

to keep files such as the ones described in this plan on individuals and organizations. Law enforcement 

agencies across the United States have a storied history of abuse of data collected for various purposes. 

National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and Ohio Law Enforcement Automated Data System (LEADS) 

abuses by police are well documented and have occurred in this Division. Programs like COINTELPRO17 

which targeted persons for harm, harassment and even assassination based on their associations and 

political beliefs have left lasting scars in Cleveland’s neighborhoods. I urge the City to re-consider any 

data collection on individuals and groups –in fact I will go as far as to call for City Council and or the 

Mayor’s Office to seriously examine how existing technology and future technology will be utilized by 

the Cleveland Police as it relates to privacy and Constitutional rights. This includes the consideration of 

15 Schneider (2003) p.12 
16 Schneider (2003) p. 4 
17 https://vault.fbi.gov/cointel-pro 



restricting use of LEADS information while officers are conducting activities related to Community 

Policing.  

A final point I would like to raise is the role of the Community Police Commission (CPC) in the future of 

Community and Problem Oriented Policing is undefined in the plan. The Commission is only referenced 

in (2) places within the draft: In paragraph one an explanation of the feedback process for the plan 

includes the CPC and; on page 19 the CPC’s representation on the Training Review Committee is 

mentioned. The exclusion of the CPC in the vision of the wellness model and POP process is troubling to 

me. Admittedly the CPC has not existed without controversy, yet it has proven through its work to be an 

excellent source of community feedback and external problem analysis for the division.  

The reports the CPC have produced contain a wealth of wisdom that may be applied to future problem 

analysis by the division. The CPC is also capable of assisting with any future needs related to complex 

problem solving. It is my hope that the community, the Division and local government officials will 

recognize the value of having a body that is able to “leverage the experience and expertise of the people 

of Cleveland18” and apply it to POP projects and policy creation when the need arises. Transparency is 

another essential element for long term success of the wellness model. A major change plan like this 

CPOP plan requires both an impartial avenue for the transparency to occur and continuous outside 

oversight. The CPC is ideally equipped to do both.  Without oversight officer and organizational behavior 

is at risk of returning to the previous norms or lower level of performance than expected in the Consent 

Decree19.  

I sincerely hope the Chief and executive staff of the Division take the appropriate amount of time 

required to consider all of the feedback and recommendations in the CPC’s CPOP plan feedback report. 

Michael Scott said it best in his volumes of reflections and research on Problem Oriented Policing 

“problem oriented policing’s full potential will not be achieved in a climate of haste and impatience20.”  

 
 
Jason Goodrick 
M.S., Positive Organizational Development and Change 
Executive Director, Community Police Commission  
Resident, Hough Neighborhood, Ward 7  
 
NOTE: This document does not represent the viewpoint of the Community Police Commission but is simply 
provided as another source of analysis and opinion for the Commission to include in its final report.  
 

                                                           
18 United States of America v. City of Cleveland Settlement Agreement (2015) 
19 Geoffrey Alpert, Kyle McLean and Scott Wolfe, Consent Decrees: An Approach to Accountability and Reform 
(Police Quarterly, 2017) 0(0) 1-11 
20 Scott (2000) p. 25 
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CPOP List of Community Connections 

Advocacy, Community and Faith Based Organizations 

 

Black on Black Crime 

Standing Up for Racial Justice 

Progressive Action Council -  Included CMHA Elected 
Representatives from: 

Willison Towers 

Woodhill Homes 

Addison Square 

Beachcrest 

Bohn Tower 

Cedar Ext Highrise 

Crestview 

King Kennedy 

Lakeview Terrace 

Bellaire Gardens 

Lee Miles 

Outhwaite Homes 

Lee Miles 

Severance Tower 

West Blvd. 

Springbrook 

Wade Apartments 

Riverside Tower 

Mt. Auburn Manor 

District Police Committees  

           Second District 

           Third District  

           Fifth District  

Faith Based Community 

Cory United Methodist Church 

Nottingham United Methodist Church 

Willson United Methodist Church 

St. Matthew United Methodist Church 

St. James AME 

St. John AME 

Trinity Episcopal Cathedral 

 

Others 
Fairfax Development Corp. Racial 
Equity Committee 
Social Justice Institute 
Cudell Improvement, Inc. 
Ward 7 Club 
Ward 14 Community  
EYEJ Impact 25 Youth Council 
Cleveland Police Foundation  
Spaces 
Boys & Girls Club 
Glenville Recreation Center 
Cudell Recreation Center  
Cleveland Public Library (Various 
Branches)  
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